The proof rests on this lemma : 
LEMMA. Under the hypothesis of the theorem, if C is a complete chain from b to a which cannot be deformed into the complete chain D from b to
In the first case we set a ' =a, b f =c\ in the second case, a'=m, &'=&; in the third case a' =a } b' =d. In each case we have the conclusion of the lemma.
To prove the theorem, suppose that P were to contain two complete chains C and D joining b to a in such wise that C cannot be deformed into D. By induction on w, the lemma gives in P elements 0=#o^0ie • • • ^a>n and b = bo^bi^b n^an such that for each i either a t _i>a t -or bi-\<bi (i = l, • • • , n), and such that there are complete chains C", D n joining b n to a n with C n not deformable into D n . This construction can be carried on indefinitely, using the axiom of choice to select at each stage a definite pair a n +i, b n +i. This produces two sequences of elements a,-, b% with
Furthermore, the inequality sign holds an infinite number of times here, so that we obtain an infinite chain joining b=bo to a=ao, contrary to the hypothesis of the theorem.
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